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Christmas Reflection
“Christmas is coming, the Church is glad
to sing, and let the Advent Candle brightly
burn in a ring,” so the carol of John Bell
reminds us. The season begins, not with
ancient stories for most of us, but with the
appearance of decorations for sale in the
stores! How glad are we when we see that?
The Church calendar of Advent is the
beginning of our year as a faith community.
It’s a foundational story of the Christian
Community, and reminds us of a very earthly
birth and very earthly people feeling their way
through pregnancy; setting off on a journey
as family; of people in their everyday lives
seeing stars and visions of angels, and
responding to their promptings.
Rev. Dr Sally Douglas (of Richmond Uniting
Church)
has
been
reminding
our
congregation over the year, in her book The
Church as Salt, that Jesus spoke of Christian
Communities as being like small ‘pockets of
dynamic grace through whom the Spirit can
breathe.’ She reminds us that Jesus spoke of
the Kingdom as something as small and as
common as salt.
Where once Christmas decorations reflected
nativity scenes, or silhouettes of Mary on a
donkey, now decorations reflect all the other
things that Christmas has come to mean for
families and friends.
But we, the Church in our time, have a story.

This story comes to us each year, and the
hymn asks us are we glad again to sing this
story? Are we ready to light the four candles
which remind us of the Promise of God in
Christ, the faithful prophets proclaiming New
Light to the world, the vision of John in the
Jordon at Jesus’ baptism, and the mother who
takes that trustful journey with God and says
Yes to the Divine voice?
We have a story to share, amidst the festivities
of the season, that is a gift to what the season
has become. Sally says, ‘This is the One who
dares to pitch tent among us in Jesus,
awakening us to the flow of the Kingdom and
in whom we discover home.’
This salty Christmas Story is now a small story
in a big community festival. Yet, it has been
preserved by faithful communities and
continues to offer us meanings beyond the
literal telling. What might it speak to you afresh
this season? How might this story re-shape
your Christmas table with family and friends?
Could, for example, the Christmas Bowl help
us in sharing a bigger story of Good News that
is crowded out by the commercial celebration
in our families?
John Bell’s hymn concludes with the lighting of
the Christ Candle on Christmas Day service:
the Light that reminds us Christ is among us.
The One who tells us we are the salt of the
earth. Small, but flavoursome. Rev. Ian Turnnidge

Services at St John’s Sunday
9am Circle of Contemplation, 10am Sunday Service
& anytime on-line via our Website Service
Christmas Day Service 9am
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St John’s Pastoral Carers

Sammy Stamp
Letter from
UCAF
(Uniting Church Adult Fellowship)

6th June 2022
44A Seventh Street, Parkdale 3195
Dear Joanne, Bill and all members of
Cowes Uniting Church.
Thank you all for the wonderful collection of stamps
you sent us via Joanne. We are amazed at the
number of recent ones, which our buyers queue up
for each week at our Brighton meeting.
A special thank you to Joanne, who delivered the
stamps to us yesterday. – we hope you had a joyful
reunion with your daughter, after 3 years. –
And Bill, go well with your massive challenges.
God Bless.
Ian and Margaret

ADULT FELLOWSHIP IS THE COMING
TOGETHER OF WOMEN AND MEN IN THE
CHURCH FOR A WIDE VARIETY OF SPIRITUAL,
SOCIAL, EDUCATIONAL, RECREATIONAL,
SERVICE AND MISSION SUPPORT ACTIVITIES.
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2022 CHURCH COUNCIL REPORT

Someone recently observed that we only really
get to know one another outside worship, and
Church Council is an opportunity for the
conversations and sharing which lead to closer
relationships. At meetings we come together
with devotions, study and prayer, occasionally
sharing tears, more often laughing together.
As Covid restrictions eased this year we
enjoyed returning to face-to-face meetings,
and the need to struggle with fewer Covid-safe
decisions! Throughout the year we have been
studying the book The Church as Salt by Sally
Douglas. This has inspired us to consider our
ministry from a different perspective,
refocussing our decision-making on being the
salt in our community.
We have dealt with church reopening,
compliance with UCA Essential Safety
Measures, Safe Church, hall use, membership
rolls, finances, and administrative issues.
Oversight of Fundraising, KidsHope and the
Community Meal have all continued. Ian
reports every month on his chaplaincy at
Newhaven College. We have had extensive
conversations with our new neighbours,
PICAL, with a view to working together more
closely. And lastly, we have supported Ian in
the growth of our Covid gift – two new worship
formats.
In 2022 we have enjoyed two very successful
retreats. Relaxed time together to pray, praise
and dwell in Love, followed by exploration of
who we are, what we do, and how we do it. We
considered how to refresh our patterns of
working,aiming to simplify what we do. In
recent years we’ve benefitted from the
meeting format devised in 2020 with the help
of Jim Murray, and we are continuing to work
towards reducing the number of meetings
while ensuring our responsibilities are fulfilled.
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As a step on this journey, we will be bringing a
proposal to the AGM for Congregational
approval: to come in line with the
recommendation of Assembly and form one
governing council of the church, the Church
Council. It is this council’s responsibility for
oversight and management of the total life and
mission of the Congregation. This includes the
ministry of spiritual oversight, pastoral care
and encouragement of the congregation. In
this way the priority in the work of the Church
Council is the spiritual oversight, pastoral care
and the mission of the Church in addition to
governance and administrative matters.
While we have been fortunate to benefit from
some very capable members, most Church
Council members don’t see themselves as
exceptionally gifted. We are prayerfully trying
our best to do for our church family what we do
at home – managing the household and
nurturing loved ones. At our recent retreat it
was observed that the Spirit of God
encourages us to look at what we can do,
grace enables us to respond to God's calling,
and then our gifts develop.
Church Council meetings are currently held on
the third Thursday afternoon of most months,
although we are anticipating fewer meetings
next year. The agenda consists of devotions,
minister’s reflection, pastoral concerns, two or
three scheduled ministry group reports
(Finance & Property, Mission, Faith
Development & Community Building, Worship,
Pastoral Care), a break and then
correspondence and business. All members of
the congregation may attend church council
meetings. If you’d like to learn more about
what goes on at Church Council or have an
interest in building up the Congregation in faith
and love, sustaining members in hope, or
leading the Congregation to a fuller
participation in Christ’s mission in the world,
please join us by nominating to become a
Church Councillor, or by visiting a meeting as
an observer. You’ll be made very welcome!

Helen Black
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Do You Know
Your Hymns?
Dentist’s
Hymn……………
Crown Him with Many Crowns
Meteorologist’s
Hymn……………
There Shall Be Showers of Blessings
Contractor’s
Hymn……………
The Church’s One Foundation
The Tailor’s
Hymn……………
Holy, Holy, Holy
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The Shopper’s
Hymn……………
Sweet Bye and Bye
The Real Estate Agent’s
Hymn……………
I’ve Got a Mansion, Just Over the
Hilltop
The Massage Therapists
Hymn……………
He Touched Me
The Doctor’s
Hymn……………
The Great Physician
AND for those who speed on the
highway – a few hymns:
90 kmph
God Will Take Care of You

The Golfer’s
Hymn……………
There’s a Green Hill Far Away
The Politician’s
Hymn……………
Standing on the Promises!

120 kmph
Nearer My God to Thee

Optometrist’s
Hymn……………
Open My Eyes That I Might See

160 kmph
Precious Memories
Give me a sense of humour, Lord,
Give me the grace to see a joke,
To get some humour out of life,
And pass it on to other folks.

The Tax Agent’s
Hymn……………
I Surrender All
The Gossip’s
Hymn……………
Pass It On
The Electrician’s
Hymn……………
Send The Light

135 kmph
This World Is Not My Home
150 kmph
Lord I’m Coming Home

Contributed by Joan Sheen
Sent in by Hilda Cox
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The Community Meal
AGM report Oct 2022

Glen Davidson

What a year 2022 has been! I am sure we will
look back at the year 2022 as the year
following the Great Pandemic. And, while I
thought this year would be one of new hope
and freedom, for much of the year I have felt a
prevailing
sense
of
trepidation
and
uncertainty. However, much like Spring
summonsing new life into being, it seems that
we are slowly emerging with a feeling of hope
in the future.
The community meal finally got started in
February after a long period of lockdown and
we thought people would be itching to get back
together and racing to join together in
community over a
shared meal. So
we
were
surprised when
that was not our
reality.
People
were wary, not
certain
about
being in a crowd,
and not sure if it
was safe. A number of people were picking up
a takeaway meal and not wanting to sit down
with strangers – the concept of being in
community a foreign concept.
So it was gently
gently at the start
… but we had a
faith that this was
all part of God’s
timing. Slowly but
surely we are
seeing a return of people to the community
meal, happy to join together. It has also been
lovely to see the return of young children with
their mums as well as a number of new faces
with what I sense as a need to experience
community. What better way to do that than
over a shared meal!
Our volunteer team has also experienced a
number of changes this year, but we have
been delighted by the people in our community

who have heard
about what we are
doing and have
asked if they could
help in some way.
They are keen to
give
something
back
to
the
community
they
live in. I must admit we feel truly blessed with
the level of assistance we receive from the
community to help put on the meal each week.
We were also very fortunate this year to
receive a grant from Bass Coast Shire to
purchase a new commercial fridge/freezer
after our old one broke down one too many
times. We have also taken advantage of a
state government program to upgrade our old
energy inefficient refrigeration with a new
energy efficient freezer. The new equipment
has been vital in helping keep our costs down.
Under the umbrella of Second Bite we pick up
food donated from local supermarkets that we
use to help provide the free meal each week.
Freezing some of the food that we receive to
be used at a future date is crucial to keeping
our costs down. This in turn enables us to keep
delivering the free community meal into the
future.
All of the above is just a report on what
transpired throughout the year and does not
tell the real story of why we do what we do. I
believe coming together over a shared meal
changes both our lives and the lives of the
people who come to the meal, and for that we
say a huge THANKYOU to everyone involved.
We are now looking forward to finishing the
year well.
If you are reading this and finding yourself
curious as to what goes on each Monday
evening, why not join us one Monday night and
see for yourself! You’ll be very welcome 😊
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Cairns Trip without a hitch

The Rock needs your help

Gil Smith
Finally, we overcame Covid to holiday
in Cairns. Although at the time of our
flight Jetstar passengers were having
their flights cancelled in Bali, our flight went
ahead, although an hour late. Our accommodation
organised by Jetstar was a surprise. It turned out to
be a basic cabin at a caravan park 15 minutes from
Cairns CBD with a bus stop out the front of the
Caravan Park.
Apart from a bit of rain the first night. the weather
was a perfect 19-30C when Melbourne's top at the
time was 19C
The first two days we explored
the city and the wonderful
Cairns botanical gardens.
Our first organised trip was by boat to the outer
Barrier Reef, snorkelling with the glorious fish.
Then to another outer reef for lunch and a
fabulous helicopter flight over the reef.

Your contribution to the cost of
producing The Rock
would be greatly appreciated
Donations can be made by:
•
•

Posting to The Rock
PO Box, Cowes 3922

Making direct payment to the bank
account of St John’s Uniting church.

BSB 083 593.
Account number 515753781.
Description: The Rock, and your surname.
•

Placing in an envelope marked The Rock
in the offering plate on any Sunday
.

Kidshope Report

Next day it was on the Historic Kuranda train to the
markets then a 7 km Sky rail ride above the
rainforest back down to Cairns with wonderful
views of the city
and ocean.
Our final trip
was a boat cruise
on the Daintree
River looking for crocodiles
which we did not see, another
delicious lunch, this time in the
rain forest and finally a walk at
Cape Tribulation.

We have been saddened by Covid’s impact on
our Kidshope program. In two years, mentors
could only meet with their students on a
handful of occasions. Both students and
mentors missed each other, so we were
delighted to be allowed to return to Newhaven
Primary School in second term this year. For
a variety of personal reasons our programme
has not been able to return to its pre-covid
format yet; we currently provide one-on-one
attention, love and encouragement to three or
four students. Please continue to pray for our
students, mentors and the school.
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Minister’s Reflection – Annual Report

Circle of Contemplation Sunday 9am

What a blessing it has been to be back to routines
of daily life in 2022. All of us have been adjusting
to the ‘new’ world of living in community again!
None of us take for granted seeing one another,
worshiping together and even meetings have lost
some of their grind! I’d even go as far to say the
learnings of the past two years are being
integrated into our lives.

In addition, our 9am circle of contemplation
service has continued offering an alternative way
to worship, pray and share Christian Spirituality.
For many, the traditional service no longer holds
significance. Some who attend may have well
found personal faith practices were enough to
sustain them, and effectively left the life of
community worship all together. For others, the
simple convenience of an earlier time-slot enables
weekend lunch time appointments to be kept, and
local church connections maintained. When the
weather has been great, gathering outside of the
church is a wonderful witness: I think the small
circle of people praying, singing, and sharing is a
very attractive expression of faithfulness!

Sunday Worship – Face-to-Face
Our life of worship has also continued to respond
to people’s needs. Whilst our face-to-face
worship resumes some normal patterns, we
continue to become courageous in exploring faith
practices that nourish us as community. We have
read scripture in small groups within a service;
used contemporary music to share Communion
differently; our Lenten journey included a very
prominent table of mindfulness colouring
resources to use during the season.
Our
Wednesday small group has also lead worship, as
too the Elders of the congregation coming
together to conduct worship. We have also
incorporated the significant deaths of Australian
artists Archie Roach, Judith Durham and Olivia
Newton John in worship: as too the death of
Queen Elizabeth II.

On-Line Worship
Our on-line worship brought us closer to the death
of the Queen, as one of our congregation in
London shared his heart-prayer of her passing in
the ‘chat’ facility Facebook provides.
The
significance of on-line worship cannot be
understated both in the present and importantly
in the future of Christian Church life. We
consistently receive between 80 and 140 views
weekly: the on-line service is keeping our own
members, who now find in-person worship
impossible due to heath concerns, connected to
us. We know the local nursing homes are
accessing our Sunday Service on a Sunday morning
for their residents. My deepest thanks to Ruth,
whose technical skills in editing and posting files to
the on-line platforms has required both patience
and tears in the frustrations of technology, and the
faithful roster of filming people, and Lyn who now
has a following!

Community Meal as Worship
It’s easy to forget that our Community Meal is also
church, and has been able to operate all year. It
has taken some time before the hall has returned
to full capacity, but the feel over the second half
of the year reflects the confidence of ‘living with
the virus’, as much it does about needing to be
together again. It’s important for us NOT to forget
that this too is ‘Church’ for many who come. In
many ways this is our 4th service, and we simply
need members of our Sunday Communities to
come and enjoy the meal and share life with our
guests weekly.

Mission Activities
In addition to our Community Meal, the St John’s
Community remains outward focused. One of the
hidden ministries is our work with the InterChurch Council – the Combined Churches of
Phillip Island Aged Care Worship. With the work
of our Rev. Judy Rogers, all four Aged Care
residences in our region now receive a service
fortnightly. Worship leaders are both lay and
ordained and are free to prepare worship in a
meaningful way for residents. This continues to be
a faith enriching time for volunteers and residents.
Also, very much in the texture of the
congregations is the work of Kid’s Hope –
Newhaven Primary School, under the
encouraging eye of Clive Smith.
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This program offers a one-to-one, one hour
mentoring with a student identified by the school,
who would benefit from attention and
encouragement. Our members who volunteer this
mentoring, share stories of profound interactions
with kids who, through circumstances beyond
themselves, need help and love. These are
significant and life changing interactions for the
individual students, and sometimes even their
families.
Our 10 hours a week chaplaincy at Newhaven
College continues to present opportunities to
build community beyond the walls of the
congregation. In our dreams back in 2017, I guess
we hoped we might see families from the school
join in the life of the Uniting Church here with us.
We’ve seen one or two families attend: but as yet,
not join. We could feel disappointed with that:
unless we recognize the number of calls to
conduct weddings, baptisms and funerals that
occur in the life of the school: and the weekly
assemblies where a word of hope is offered in
Blessings and presence.
Church Council
The life of Church Council has also been nourished
in different ways in 2022. During the year we have
been reading The Church as Salt, By Rev. Dr. Sally
Douglas. This text has been helpful for us as we
seek to be salty communities: recognising many of
the metaphors Jesus uses to describe the Kingdom
are as small things: like salt. We have also spent
significantly different meetings as both Church
Council and Elders in prayer and faith sharing; and
been nourished by two retreat days, where we
have reflected on our community, and dreamed
forward in response to the changes of our church
life. These times of fellowship and prayer have
sustained us. There is a general need for other
members of the church community to come into
the life and leadership of Church Council in 2023.
If we want to maintain these significant ministries,
our members need to listen for the call of God to
step into the life of Church Council.
Presbytery
Being appointed by the Moderator in July to step
into the role of Chair of Presbytery – Gippsland,
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after Ron Gowland needed to step down due to
health concerns, was not an opportunity sought
after. Our Presbytery had encountered some deep
dysfunction in the months leading to that
appointment due to some insensitive actions in
frustration. Needless to say, the first few months
were about trying to find and pave a new way to
continue to be Presbytery and get on with our
mission to support ministry in the region. The role
requires far more than I can offer it in my current
role, however attendance at Gippsland Standing
Committee, Presbytery in Council, and Pastoral
Relations Committee have become part of the
monthly cycle of meetings. In addition, I have had
to opportunity to join in meetings with
Chairpersons from other Presbyteries with the
Moderator. It has been strange, challenging and a
new learning to interact with the Presbytery
ministers I report to in our Shearwater Team and
exercise Chairperson leadership as one of the
people they are accountable to.
As Minister at St John’s
As the minister here, we are now in our seventh
year together in ministry. The ministry we offer
continues to find expression and relevance in the
life of the Phillip Island community. We still have
participation with the Literary Festival, the South
Coast Inclusion Network, Look Good Feel Better,
and in the creative work of Laura Brearley.
Statistically we have conducted the most
weddings in one year over my seven years here –
5 in fact, and one more in January. We have also
been asked to conduct the most funerals (nearly
20) in the 2022 year: including some of our own
dear community. We’ve also had two baptisms of
people connected with us through school and OnLine, and both were conducted in public settings:
a wonderful witness to those around and about!
God is with us, together. As God has always been.
Our task is to keep responding to that Good News
in our own lives: and so live the Gospel in our
times. The Uniting Church offers so much to the
wider Christian Community: and our congregation
continues to find expression of love and kindness
we Christians are known for.
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Wednesday Disscussion Group
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Bird Sunday 9th October

The Wednesday discussion group meets on
the first Wednesday of the month at Jan and
Ron Owen’s home. We have 12 members and
share our knowledge and experiences on our
monthly topic. The group led a worship service
in June this year and followed a weekly Easter
Lenten study. The monthly fellowship and
sharing of experiences allows members to
come to know each other well. Ron Owen

Tuesday Bible Study
Each Tuesday morning Greta and I get
together for Bible Study. When Pam Warren is
home from Queensland, she often joins us.
We use With Love to the World as our guide to
the lectionary readings for next week’s service
and use the commentary supplied as the
springboard for our discussions. We are often
wrong! Prayer for each other and our loved
ones, especially our St.John’s family, plays an
important part in our fellowship over a hot
drink! Anyone interested to join us will be
warmly welcomed! Lyn Francis

Elder’s retreat October 6th dawned grey
and wet. A GOOD day to be inside at an
Elder’s retreat. Leave the weather outside and
bask in the warmth of cosy fellowship, freshly
brewed coffee/tea, nourishing food and praise,
meditation, prayer, and seeking to grow in
wisdom. The quietness and stillness was
refreshing and the discussion thought
provoking and illuminating. A worthwhile
exercise in setting a day apart for God to work
and speak in our lives!
Faye Haslam

As the congregation flocked into the church
and found themselves a perch, it was obvious
that this was an eggsciting Sunday.
Bird Sunday, one of the lesser-known festivals
in the church, was an opportunity to think about
and celebrate birds in the Bible, in songs and in our
lives. It’s true that Penelope, that somewhat
feather-brained purple hen we all love, may have
got her messages a bit scrambled, thinking the day
was all about her.
However, we were
able to show that
church is about
birds (and people) of
every colour, shape
and size, and think
about the way God
the Creator cares for
them and for us.

Bird sculptures, statues and ornaments nested
on
every
surface.
Ian’s
canaries
enthusiastically joined in on the singing – quite
a pheasant sound. Perhaps the suggestion
that we greet each other like birds was a bit of
ostrich. Some of us felt slightly hawkward
while others took to it like ducks to water. And
we will admit that at times the wise quacks
became a bit hard to swallow. But I’m sure we
have no egrets.
So perhaps take a moment to reflect on your
own encounters with birds, their beauty and
comedy and incredible diversity, and how God
may express love and care and joy to you
through them. And if you have a story to share,
feel free to tweet about it!
Linda Livett
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Fundraising

Lyn Francis
Afternoon tea after Julie Houghton’s Concert.
We organised a highly successful concert and afternoon
tea. Julie took her costs for her performers, and we
scooped up the rest! $583.00

Barbecue outside Coles for Frontier Services -

Samaritans Purse box packing
All the background set up was done on Friday
afternoon by an energetic Helen carrying and
loading ALL the storage crates from my unit into
her great big 4-wheel drive. I directed in AWE!
Joanne, Tony and Peter sorted the girl’s and boys
gear, and tables were set up. All the things needed
for the boys’ boxes were set out so it was easy for
the packers to walk along and select what would
go into each box. Then we began folding the
boxes. It was getting darker so Peter said he would
take the rest of his home and deliver them next
morning. Tony and I finished ours while waiting for
a heavy downpour to pass.
In the morning the enthusiasts were there before
the start time and had to wait patiently until it was
start time! After a thorough explanation of what
needed to happen, they began work packing the
boys’ boxes. I always do the boys first as
Melbourne tell us they always need more boys’
boxes. This time I had clothing for 94 boys. When
the clothing ran out it was time to do the girls’
boxes … but a cuppa and eats before that! And
some card writing to include in the boxes.
Just for your information Each child’s Pencil case contains - 12 coloured
pencils, 4 grey lead pencils, a sharpener, an
eraser, a short ruler, 4 blue biros, 2 black biros, 1
red biro, 1 special glitter pen.
Each child’s toilet bag contains - 1 face washer
with a cake of soap inside it, 1 comb, 2
toothbrushes (1 for home and 1 for school so they
can learn how to use them) The girls also have
some hair ties, ribbons, scrunchies, clips etc. for
their hair included in their toilet bags.
At the completion of all the boxes a quick pack up
ensured we all sat down to a lovely hot lunch
prepared by mum, and plum pudding to finish! A
very satisfying morning’s work!!
A total of 136 boxes was completed. Thank you to
all my knitters, sewers, shoppers, and shopping
scouts looking for bargains. It is a 12-month project
come to fruition. AND a grateful thank you to all
who financially contributed to the postage. We are
covered!! God knows our need!! Thanks be to
God!!
Lyn Francis

Our theme, Supporting Farmers in the Outback.
A fabulous set up team, keen salespeople, and a smart
pack up team lead to the dish washing team completing
a satisfying job!! $473.00

Pancake Day at Olive Justice Place for Share a new venue with a few teething problems! More the
Shire’s problem to solve! Great set up team who
encountered the difficulties - but pushed on!! Aldi
customers alerted by our John C that they should all
come over for a pancake! Great help for pack-up and
clean up as well. Thanks to those who made pancake
mix for us and for the collection of milk bottles to put it
in. $460.00

Car Boot Plus sale for St. John’s postponed
until January 2023.
We need to get going NOW! LOTS of helpers needed.
CARS are you prepared to bring yours? We’ll supply the
wares! This is a great way for us to work together and
share the load. It’ll build team spirit! AND spenders are
always welcome and an encouragement too!

Property Report
The church property and gardens are kept in good
repair through the monthly maintenance organised
by Faye Haslam. As a public building we are
required to conform with the Victorian building
code and Ruth McIntosh has developed monthly
reporting sheets to demonstrate our compliance
with the code. These reports are regularly
completed by Helen Black and any outstanding
items reported.
The builders
constructing the new
PICAL facility requested
use of our driveway to
lift the building modules
into place.
PICL new building next door done in a day
After an
exchange
of letters that confirmed their
insurances, we agreed to their
request and the operation took place
on 12/13 September. All went well
and the completion of the building is
progressing. The church council is
developing an agreement with PICAL
regarding cooperative arrangements.
The contents of the church sheds
have been rationalised and prepared for the next
phase of their life in the work of the church. The
work of the people at the regular working bees is
greatly appreciated and significantly enhances the
presentation of the buildings.
Ron Owen
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This song/poem was written by Junette while at
Phillip Island during the renovations taking place.
Our guitar playing house-painter is composing a
tune for this song.

Lady Ventnor Dreaming
Drifting drifting ‘Spindrift’ cruising,
‘Lady Northcote’ by our side.
Top deck dreaming of places beyond,
so beloved from days long gone.
Memories fleeting on the wind,
parting clouds of coloured sky.
Stillness now, yet so missing
romance, faces, foreign places.
Celestial lights in darkened sky,
seven sisters and twins each side,
Orion hunter striding on.
Golden glow of city beyond.
Sparkling waters dancing days
expanding views beyond the blue,
filling hearts with Light and life
as we trust our journey through.
Memories fleeting on the wind,
parting clouds of coloured sky.
Cruising cruising endless drifting,
sunset dreaming on…
Junette Schoell 6/10/22
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Rural Australians for
Refugees (RAR)
Phillip Island group
Lesley Oakley

People are living in troubled and conflicted
environments in so many parts of the world –
Ukraine, Afghanistan, Myanmar, China, South
America and Africa to name a few. Conflict and
persecution, as well as severe poverty, results
in attempts to flee their home country as
refugees.

Refugee visa applications, particularly from
Afghanis, have overwhelmed the Immigration
Department. There is a huge backlog.
Refugees already in Australia on a range of
temporary visas. Temporary Protection,
Bridging and Safe Haven Enterprise (SHEV)
visa holders are required to apply and pay for
renewals every three years. Leaked advice to
RAR is that the Immigration Department is in
chaos. The Albanese government has
committed to increase staffing by 500 officers.
The Sri Lankan family who settled in Biloela,
Queensland has finally been granted
permanent visas following four years in
immigration detention (Christmas Island,
Melbourne and finally community detention in
Perth). Their experience highlighted the
gruesome attitude of the last nine years of the
previous government towards thousands of
refugees and asylum seekers.

In Kabul a deadly suicide attack on a crowded,
segregated class (1000 students) where
Hazara boys and girls were sitting a test for a
place in university. There were 600 victims,
mainly girls. This was one more attack on the
Hazara community, a Moslem minority, and
girls seeking education.
Good news from the Haidaria Garden School
in a remote area of Maydan Wardak province
in Afghanistan. Instead of sitting on the ground
without cover, students now have a tent, books
and pencils. Bravo to teachers, students and
the donors.

Refugees and the refugee support sector are
hoping to see a change of attitude to refugees
and asylum seekers from the new federal
government. Promises include 1500 places for
community sponsored resettlement in addition
to the humanitarian program refugee quota.
Refugees will be referred by UNHCR to the
Australian government for resettlement.

The Albanese government has promised to
grant permanent visas to asylum seekers and
refugees on Temporary Protection visas.
People on TPVs can work, children have
access to public education and some health
and welfare services but have no certainty for
the future.
The requirement to reapply for visa renewal
every three years is a major reason for the
current backlog in the Immigration Department
and could be interpreted as a strategy to make
life difficult in the hope that they will decide to
go somewhere else, anywhere else.
Australia was found to be the only country to
grant TPVs to refugees who had gone through
the entire determination process and found to
be in need of protection. The Australian
Human Rights Commission found that TPVs
contravened Australia's obligation under the
Convention on the rights of the Child.
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The word is that the federal government is
planning the repatriation of the Australian
family members of former Islamic State
fighters, about 20 Australian women and 40
children, who have been living in squalid
conditions in a camp in Syria. Returning this
group to Australia poses both a risk and
responsibility.
Other countries including
Germany,
France,
Netherlands, Sweden,
United
States
and
Albania have already
repatriated their citizens.
W e have been dragging
our feet here, with the
previous
government
determined to leave
them where they are
currently. We have been
criticised (once again) by
the United Nations for
not bringing them back to
Australia.
The children are exposed to physical,
emotional and psychological harm. They are
Australian citizens. They may pose a greater
risk to Australia by being left in a dangerous
environment with the possibility of being
radicalised and energised by the fact that
Australia has left them in the camp and doesn't
care about them.
Reintegration will require a multi-agency effort.
We short change the support, and critically the
duration of integration support, at our and their
peril. This has been a factor in the past when
refugees are accepted here following years of
basic camp life. The support needs to continue
to achieve an evolving integration in
community, education and Australian society.
That is called acceptance and a sense of
belonging. Without it there is a likely risk of a
sense of alienation and antisocial behaviour.
We continue to provide food donations to
Friends of Refugees in Springvale and
financial support to the Asylum Seeker
Resource Centre and Rural Australian for
Refugees (Aus.).
Thank you to everybody who has contributed
to this support.

RURAL AUSTRALIANS FOR REFUGEES
(RAR) Phillip Island group
Annual report 2021-22 to St John's Uniting
Church Lesley Oakley
Members:
Group email – 60
Average meeting attendance – 15
Activities:
• Feast for Freedom fundraising dinner for
ASRC ($4,447)
• Feast for Freedom garage sale ($2,869)
• Food donations from Friends of Refugees,
Springvale
• Bell ringing advocacy each Friday 10.00
am in Thompson Avenue
Major issues:
• Aftermath of withdrawal of coalition forces
from Afghanistan. Taliban takeover,
hunting and torture of those Afghani
citizens who were associated with coalition
activity
(interpreters,
guides,
etc.),
prevention of secondary education for girls,
and poverty.
Pressure on Federal
government
by
refugee
support
organisations to process visas for those at
risk of persecution and death to escape
Afghanistan and enter Australia or
elsewhere.
• Refugees from other places – Africa,
Ukraine, Myanmar, etc.
• Change
of
federal
government.
Implications for immigration policy. Already
permanent visas for the Sri Lankan family
and return to Biloela.
• Plans to repatriate women and children
trapped in camp in Syria
• Those on Temporary Protection Visas to be
given Permanent Visas.
• Resettlement options to U.S., New Zealand
for refugees from Manus Island and Nauru.
Bank balance as at 4.10.2022 - $643.02
Lesley Oakley
Secretary
RAR Phillip Island group
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The China Experience
Michael and I have been fortunate to have spent
time in China on four separate occasions. The first
two visits through my role as Carwatha School
Council President, the third and fourth visits were
dual purposed in that it private visits allowed us to
see more of this vast country and renew our
friendships in Shanghai. These memories focus
mainly on our first two visits.

The feeling on mainland China, particularly in
Shanghai, was of excitement and expectation, and
cause for great celebration. Both Linton and I were
asked to speak at the school's main assembly on
the day. This was a real challenge as we were
given no time to prepare, and words needed to be
chosen carefully!

I will attempt to recount our very rewarding and
amazing time in China, commencing in 1997. In
fact, I need to go back a little earlier, by some
twelve months when I held the role of School
Council President at Carwatha College, Noble
Park. The principal at the time, Linton Morris
shared with me a proposal that our school could
consider setting up a sister school in China.
Carwatha had just embarked on a program of
teaching Mandarin as one of its foreign language
alternatives. After meeting with the Deptartment of
Education, Languages Other Than English (LOTE)
Division, we were provided with the name of a
school in Shanghai, China.

Jian Qing School is in Shanghai on the eastern
side of the city, about 15 minutes’ drive from
Shanghai International Airport. The school is called
an Experimental School because it caters for
students from Kinder to Year 12, which can be
likened to Carwatha (Prep to Year 12). This is
regarded as unusual school structure in China. At
the time the school had approximately 2,500
students with about 200 at each of the 13 year
levels. It was a highly regarded school in Shanghai
and had an exceptionally high academic record.
There were separate buildings for kindergarten,
primary and secondary students, and each had
their own playground space (although not large).
The school had several bands and a full orchestra
of 90 students. The students, staff, education
department authorities and other government
departments were extremely proud of the school.
The Director of Foreign Affairs in Shanghai spent a
great deal of time with us and at the time was
highly supportive of the planned ongoing cultural
and educational links.

The communication then commenced with either
snail mail or faxed correspondence. Both schools
made the decision to go ahead with a sister school
arrangement. Principal Linton and his wife,
together with Michael and I would travel to
Shanghai to formalise the plan and work through
the objectives and necessary details.
Our initial 16-day visit to China during the July
school holidays was an amazing experience in
many ways. The timing of the trip, although initially
planned with the Victorian school holiday period
between terms two and three in mind, turned out to
be of great significance, in the context of Chinese
history. We were actually in Shanghai between
June 30 and July 1 for the official Hong Kong
handover when the former British colony once
again, after 156 years of British governance,
became part of The Peoples' Republic of China.

One could not help but be swept along with the
local enthusiasm. The Chinese and English press,
radio and television all had saturation coverage.
Together with tens of thousands of local people we
travelled into the Shanghai central business district
on handover night to witness firsthand the history
making celebrations which were principally held in
Shanghai and Beijing. It was certainly an
unforgettable experience. The official party
included Prince Charles (now King Charles)
representing the late Queen Elizabeth II, UK Prime
Minister Tony Blair and Governor of Hong Kong
Chris Patten.
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Although the school had two small flats on campus
which were used for visitors, one of the parents of
the school was the Manager of a nearby
Hotel/Guesthouse, set amongst acres of beautiful,
landscaped gardens. The school ended up
arranging our accommodation there, which was
very nice indeed.

All students learn English. The younger grades
commence their English classes with 20-minute
sessions, the time allotment increasing as they
progressed through the school. Jian Qing has a
languages other than Chinese staff of fourteen.
Both UK and US resource materials were used in
lesson preparation. During our stay, students from
each year level from Prep to 10 put on a concert
for us - all in English! We were very impressed.
Shanghai is its own province and from what we
could determine, was beginning to explore the
potential opportunities that overseas connections
could present. During this initial visit we only saw
about half a dozen other western visitors, and we
were certainly treated as a bit of a novelty and sign
of the changing times in China. The country had
begun a program of major reform to its educational
and economic systems. The major educational
focus was to reduce and eventually eliminate
illiteracy amongst its' people.
Following our first visit, Jian Qing invited us to
return to Shanghai for a “working holiday”. We
were to be in the country for approximately six
weeks, four weeks of which we would assist with
the school's spoken English program. We spent
time in every class talking to the children in
English, and they would be expected to respond to
us in English. Michael would accompany Linton
our Principal and I would accompany Margaret his
wife, also a qualified teacher. We joined the staff
and students for breakfast and lunch at the school
canteen.
We took many teaching aids with us. These
included many different Australian newspapers,
and magazines as diverse as sports, food, houses,
cars, pets etc.

These resources encouraged the children to talk
about relatable topics and practice their spoken
English skills.
During our other two weeks, Jian Qing took us to
many other parts of the Shanghai Province and
beyond. A member of the English-speaking staff
would accompany us on each outing. We visited
Hangzhou, Suzhou, Nanjing and Wuxi. We
attended many banquet dinners held in our honour
during our stay. We found the school to be very
hospitable, generous and appreciative of the
support we offered their English program.

Later trips, at our own expense, included flights to
Beijing the capital, visiting the Forbidden City, the
Great Wall of China and Tiananmen Square. We
also travelled to Xian to see the Terracotta
Warriors. Several years later Michael and I
returned to Shanghai and Jian Qing once again.
This time we met up with our good friend Miss Pan,
head of the English faculty who at her own
expense, accompanied us on a most
comprehensive trip along the mighty Yangtze
River, prior to the flooding and subsequent building
of the huge Three Gorges Hydro Electricity Project.
Sadly, the Sister School program at Carwatha was
discontinued several years later, as Mandarin
ceased to attract student interest at Carwatha,
therefore Mandarin was no longer taught and
LOTE staff were transferred to other government
schools.
Faye Haslam
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Financial Report
November 2022
Anticipating to the end of 2022
Offerings this year to the end of September
have been 4% lower than at the same time in
the previous year. This was expected and
allowed for in the budget because of decisions
made by U Ethical to cease the payment of
direct debits and interest payments from
individual's accounts to congregations.
Income from fund-raising has also been
greatly reduced this year with the market
ceasing, and fewer people available to help
with fund-raising events. With Covid
restrictions eased, income from the hire of the
buildings has again improved. Now that we no
longer have the support of our long-term
benefactors, funerals are now our main source
of donations.
Monetary donations towards the community
meal have decreased, but this has been offset
by much lower costs for the meals due to
donations of ingredients by individuals and by
the local supermarkets through the Second
Bite initiative. During the year we purchase a
new freezer at a cost of $3407, for which we
received a government grant of $2,500. There
have also been costs for the repair of the
dishwasher.

St John's Income & Expenditure 2021 2023

Income

Expenditure

It is anticipated that our operating costs for
2022 will be approximately $23,000 more than
our income. It is important to note that due to
the downturn in financial markets, the value of
our investment accounts has decreased this
year.
We have continued to raise funds for appeals
for Uniting, Frontier Services, RYDA and
Samaritan's Purse.

Budget 2023
The budget for 2023 allows for a slight
increase in offerings and an increase in
fundraising due to the car boot sale being
postponed from this year to January 2023. An
allowance has also been made for an increase
in facility hire of the building. The remainder
of the budgeted income is based on
conservative estimates.
With cleaning provided by a volunteer,
cleaning costs are minimal. The maintenance
budget includes painting of the hall and an
amount of $10,000 has been allowed for the
possible purchase of a new projector, and an
amount for signage costs. All of this would
leave us with a total deficit in the 2023 budget
of $31,490ich which will be funded from our
reserves.
Ruth McIntosh
Treasurer
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Farewell to a wonderful Lady

On Sunday 25th September we farewelled
Hilda as a member of this Church Family after
44 years. Hilda, together with her late husband
Alan started worshipping with us in 1978 when
they stayed at their holiday home on the
Island. Theirs was a long and happy
association with St. John’s, initially through
their love of music.
Hilda's faithful service to this Congregation
was extensive. She was a member of the
choir, later to be known as St. John’s Singers,
for over thirty years and in the latter years it's
conductor until they disbanded. Other roles
included Church Councillor, Elder, including its
Chair, and Pastoral Carer. For a number of
years, Hilda was the Catering Convenor and
Casserole Bank Co-Ordinator. She was a
member of the Fundraising Team and a very
active
member
of
U.C.A. Afternoon
Fellowship. She regularly attended working
bees when health permitted.
In officially farewelling Hilda, Council Chair
Faye spoke for all of us in reiterating our
sadness in losing her to the Geelong area and
Grovedale U.C.A. but happy and supportive of
her decision to move closer to her family in the
area. To many, Hilda has been a caring,
empathetic friend, a confidante and a
wonderful neighbour to her large circle of
friends.
What an amazing, enduring contribution. We
are indeed indebted to Hilda for her life of
service here where her strong faith has shone
through all she has undertaken.
Hilda was presented with a small gift as a
token of our love and esteem. May God
continue to bless you and keep you Hilda as
you settle into your new home.
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Harmony Singers

FUND-RAISER CONCERT

2pm Sunday December 4
at St John’s.
Following a first successful concert with our
new Musical Director, Cecily Woodberry, the
Island Harmony Choir’s second performance
will have a Christmas theme. It will feature
popular and less well-known songs along with
instrumental items and humourous poems.
There will also be opportunities for audience
participation for those who like to sing along.
The concert is a fund-raiser for St John’s in
thanks for providing rehearsal space during
the year.
The cost is just $15 per person, which includes
afternoon tea. Children are free.
For bookings, call Tony on 0418 134 709.
We hope to see you there for this warm-up to
the Festive Season.
Tony Norquay
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Camel Trekking 2
Some of the most moving and interesting
experiences on this trek had nothing to do with
the camels. Often as is the way with travel, a
bus change, a chance meeting, or something
unexpected can completely alter the trip.

After breakfast off we set on foot with Karen in
the lead, warning us not to lose sight of each
other as we would not be able to identify our
whereabouts due to shallow gullies, stumpy
vegetation and limited trees. Karen also taught
compass skills to those more prepared than
me.
“Quick,quick,” Sofia, a learner camel handler,
called us over to a bush and pointed into the
distance where a large male emu was running.
“It’s the dad and look under here.”
I'm not sure who got the bigger shock, the
fleeing emu or me.
“There are eggs hatching,’’ Sofia explained.

A treed camp for 2 nights

On my trip, the sand was damp underneath as
when we had rain overnight. While the camels
could manage, add in seventy or more kilos in
our weight, and they became unstable getting
up or down. A most awkward process that
beats any joint logic I understood. The
moisture in the sandy desert meant we could
follow the tracks made by station vehicles
while riding on the camels. Going off track was
not deemed safe for the camels so about midway we stopped and stayed two nights in our
swags under the brightly lit winter desert stars.
The owners and leaders of Camel Trek
Australia, Karen and Peter Ellis decided we
could walk to an area where the earliest fossils
have been found near Nilpena Station. In 1946
Reg Sprigg, a geologist found what are known
as Ediacara fossils. I’ve just googled that to
get the right spelling
The exact locations
are not made public due to removal, robbery,
and I would add destruction.

As I watched a beak and tiny head popped out
to join a mess of broken eggshell and white
and black stripes. We stayed only moments
there as the male emu might not return. After
lunch Sofia checked whether he came back.
As we did not retrace our steps Sophie
reported that the emu dad was pacing close
by. Whew, we hadn’t scared him off.
Karen and Peter had never seen chicks
hatching before although they had seen them
once they were standing and able to walk. An
honour to see such a rare sight in this remote
location.
More about the fossils next!
Nerida Mel-Smith

Don’t be fooled by the blue sky it was cold
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A Passion for Landscape
Janet SW in conversation with Margaret Lacey

Margie describes herself as a Methodist
preacher’s kid, who from a very young age had
a passion for the environment and the bush. This
is reflected in her art today.
Margie describes a happy childhood with loving
parents, a strong church community and lots of
opportunity to be out and about by the beach
at Summers and the mighty Murry at Echuca.
It is no wonder that beautiful locations such as
Eltham, Sandy Point and Phillip Island have been
her home over the past 57 years.
Margie loved the treed environment of Eltham
describing it as “beautiful.” Her early morning
walks at Sandy Point, with the Prom reflected in
the water, are where her love affair with Sandy
Point and Wilsons Promontory developed. It is
the beauty of those places throughout her life
that has been a great inspiration for her
painting. “My paintings are an expression of a
passion for the landscape, seascape and the
environment. They are endeavouring to capture
fleeting moments in time; of light, beauty and
atmosphere.”

On an early plein air (outdoors) painting trip
Margie was surprised when someone wanted to
buy the painting she was working on. This led
to the start of painting classes in Eltham with
Allan Martin, and eventually more study with
other notable art teachers to explore and hone
her artistic development.
Margie’s passion is landscape. A landscape that
reflects the God of love. Acknowledging all the
messiness of human life (the not so good bits)
but concluding that underneath it all is the
simple beauty of nature. A beauty that brings
great joy and happiness.
Margie paints from the heart and likes to leave
a bit of each painting unfinished. “Still a bit of
mystery,” she explains. She says that her work
transports you to the “innocence and tranquillity
of nature.”
Margie firmly believes that everyone has talent
and can learn to draw, paint and be artistic. “You
can learn and practice these skills,” she
encouragingly states. Her statement started me
thinking that maybe I should take my sketch pad
with me on my recent travels.
In Margie’s own words, “My delight is to express
a feeling on canvas or paper, where you the
viewer can lose yourself and escape to a place
of harmony and peace.”
Standing looking at her canvases, I
wholeheartedly agree that this is what her
paintings achieve.
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Our Beautiful Birds
I was delighted to see the on-line church
service on Sunday the 9th of October. The
presence of birds in our lives and the joy and
messages that birds give us, cheers us in the
worries and troubles of present times.
I know that many people in the church love
birds and would have enjoyed the service as I
did. Thank you to Ian, Gil, Lyn and all the
others who prepared and took part in this
service. It was great.
The image of God’s refreshment of spirits as
eagles rising up into the sky is a strong and
wonderful vision. We have two large eagle
species on Phillip Island to watch and enjoy:
wedge-tailed eagles and white-bellied sea
eagles. We also have several smaller species
of daytime hunting birds such as kites,
kestrels, goshawks and falcons whose flight is
also quite spectacular.

White-bellied Sea-Eagle

The white-bellied sea-eagle is much lighter in
colour than the wedgie and takes a
considerably longer
time (2 to 5 years) to
mature.
The
legs
are
unfeathered
and
have very strong
talons. I have seen
a sea eagle snap off the head of an Ibis, pick
up the body, fly out to sea, drop the bird, fly on,
then go back to pick it up and fly off with it.
Talons are very strong and large. It will
surface-fish over water and scavenge taking
rabbits and quite large birds.
Sea eagles appear to soar very high on the
strength of their own strong wing beats and
their flight is strong and beautiful, high soaring,
followed by long graceful glides.

Wedge-tailed Eagle

The wedge-tailed eagle is the largest
Australian eagle. Its food is largely small
mammals or birds of all sizes, fish and carrion
(which causes many eagle deaths on roads).
This eagle is easy to recognize with its huge
wingspan and long diamond or wedge-shaped
tail. Most people just call it “wedgie” and the
flight, long graceful glides with effortless
soaring on high thermals as it covers large
areas ground, searching for food. When
perched, the legs are fully feathered. The
colour of the bird may
range from brownish to
almost black depending
on age. They build very
large nests in a high tree
often siting it for a clear
view as far as possible.

They build a large nest in fairly high trees and
when nesting emit various noises. The most
intriguing is described by the late Graham
Pizzey in his Field Guide to the Birds of
Australia as a loud metallic clanking. I have
heard this fairly close up, but they tell me it can
be heard quite a distance away.
If you are walking near the South coast of the
Island, Swan Lake or coastal areas like Rhyll
you may see Sea Eagles.
If walking in wooded or more open areas, you
may see Wedgies.
In both areas other birds of prey may be seen
too. All are interesting and beautiful. It is spring
and the birds are busy.
Bessie Tyers

